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The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, folk herbalist and herbal educator. My intention is to bring
inspiration and magic to people by sharing experiences, history and interests relating to plants and folk traditions. May
the folkloric education of local plant medicine bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-The Wild AdversaryBy Corinne

Fear lives on the edge of wildness, and this
metaphorical concept is a key for both internal and
external workings. To be surrounded by magical or
mundane comforts, encompassing the familiar, the
ways of habituation- this will never do. The stagnancy
that breeds in the known territory, is stifling and
offers dull company for the soul, which at all times
craves a desperate mysteriousness. A trap of blindness
ensues until the Wild Adversary is again perceived, at
the edge of the hollow luxurious rooms we reside in,
dusted with glamour. He is Other, he is Temptation
and Seduction, he is Danger. He is an ancient force
of nature that is embodied in various disguises
embedded within folklore, myth and story, since time
immemorial.

his fingernails, there is earth. Do not be fooled by his
eyes that sparkle green, his deep voice, his charming
manner. His threadbare velvet. Know what he is. Fear
and terror will hold you still, as he enchants with a
poison wine. Three sips until ecstasy, four sips until
coma. There are thirteen places at the Wild Table.
Choose wisely, and with great care, where you sit.
There is a timeless apple tree, haunted, lightning
struck, that stands on a cliff, exposed to all. Ghosts of
witches dance around and around her. The tree looks
dead, for all that one can see it as. In a place that is
always night, there is no sun. Only blue spirit lights
illuminate, and moon glow, through a white haze.
Pollination occurs through the breath of a blackened
kiss. To become the scented blossom yielding, to
accommodate the growing seed, to produce the sweet
fruit, only to relinquish the red globe into deaths
hand- is to feed and nourish the trees roots with all life
blood spilled. There is a tradeoff for border crossing,
trespassing into the clandestine forest. There is also
unexpected wisdom to be found. Pain and pleasureboth, to harrow and heal the souls art. If fear were to
deter, rather than to invigorate and illuminate shadow,
there would be no path beyond the trees. Countless
stars await to align in the mirrored eyes of the Old
One, as dread transmutes into resolve.

This force beckons at the edges, as half black stallion,
half dead corpse. Or he shapeshifts into a large
luminescent midnight purple raven. Then white and
black, black and then white. The Wild Husband. Trust,
as fear leads to transgression. As transgression leads to
transformation. Once acquainted, the face he presents
will be only that closest to your heart, a secret face,
of one whom you have never met before, but know
without a doubt. It is only a mask, to conceal the
Forbidden. But that in itself, is a comfort, is it not? His
smell will be of moss and serpent nests, look under
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- Walnut Juglans spp

With strength and dark beauty, the walnut tree with fragrant
leaves and nuts has a mysterious and ominous history, as
related through folklore. The dim shadows beneath the
large branches creep and change during twilight hours, the
twisted roots enhanced with a venomous patina. The old
magic that lies sleeping is at times awoken, on certain eves
of the year, for the ghosts of witches
and wizards haunt this tree, as it is
told in the old tales.

grabs a walnut, and if it is a full nut, St. Michael has
blessed her with an approaching happy marriage.
The ancient Greeks ascribed the walnut tree to
Persephone, Queen of the underworld. Though the nuts
were lucky and used for love purposes, the tree itself was
accursed in many parts of Europe. In Germany the black
walnut was thought particularly
sinister. Witches were said to
favor meeting under walnut trees
in foul weather and from Italy the
walnut tree was the gathering
spot for witches on Midsummer’s
Eve. Witches were believed to
sleep under walnut trees and
demons to dance in their branches.
Sometimes demons could be heard
whispering and snickering within
its shade. From Somerset, this tree
was one belonging to the Devil
and was not to be approached
after dark. The walnut tree had
associations with the serpent
in some places. Pagan rites in
Benevento Italy were performed
under a certain old and haunted
walnut tree, one that had the effigy
of a viper beneath it. Eventually,
when the tree was uprooted, a
serpent was seen crawling out of
its roots and was believed to be
the Devil. A large ghost tree was
said to take its place in later years
when the witches Sabbat was held there, after dark.

Walnut giants adorn many an older
homestead. Both the black Juglans
nigra and the English walnut J. regia
are commonly found here in North
America, often in pairs. The English
walnut J.regia is not truly native to
Britain, but is thought to have been
introduced from the Romans and
grown there from ancient times.
The black walnut is a tree of my
childhood, the fragrance of the green
bitter husks rotting on the earth
still remains potent in my memory.
Associations with love and fertility
are plain enough, but as the tree
of the Devil, we can wonder at the
walnuts magical workings of old.
The observance that other plants
will rarely grow in the walnut tree’s
shade (particularly the black walnut)
certainly contributed to its more
sinister associations.
Within the realms of love, walnuts
themselves were associated with marriage, the nuts were
strewed at Roman weddings in times past. A German custom
was for the bridegroom to plant a certain number of walnut
trees before a marriage could place. There is an old receipt
for separating the two halves of a walnut and placing within
the marriage bed before consummation occurs. Then the
nut halves were to be placed back together, cracked and
eaten by the couple to assure resulting fertility. However,
from Romania comes a magical use of walnut for a bride
who wished to avoid being with child too soon. During the
wedding, she could secret into her bosom however many
roasted walnuts as years that she wished to remain without
child and after the ceremony bury the nuts. A love divination
concerning the walnut tree- on All Hallows eve, at midnight,
one is to walk around a walnut tree three times. Then
looking up through the branches, the person concerned
should ask out loud for some nuts. At that moment, the face
of their true love should appear to them. Another marriage
divination from Belgium to be done on Michaelmas day
concern the nuts- some nuts are emptied and the shells put
back together and are placed with an equal number of whole
nuts still in their shell. A blindfolded girl then randomly

In Serbian culture, the English walnut tree was and still is
considered a portal to the Underworld and often planted
in graveyards. The nuts themselves are used as offerings
for the dead and male witches in particular perform magic
under the trees. It is an essential tree in the cult of the
dead and for ancestor communion. It is believed by some
that a great horned spirit appears under the walnut tree
at noon. People and witches alike have a great respect for
the walnut tree. The leaves were placed on graves in times
past and the walnuts themselves were used as an offering
for deceased ancestors, placed in the corners of rooms
during the Christmas season.
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There are some interesting superstitions associated with
the walnut tree. Placing a walnut beneath the chair of a
witch would make it so she was unable to move. Dreaming
of a walnut tree spelled misfortune or unfaithfulness.
From Italy came the belief that he who planted a walnut
tree would die young. It was a terrible omen if a family’s
walnut tree died or was blown down- misfortune could be
expected. A Sussex belief tells that sleeping under a

walnut could effect a cure, from numerous Native tribes. A
Pennsylvanian Dutch folk remedy for warts was to rub the
wart with a green walnut and then bury it under the eaves
of the home. The Iroquois tribe used a poultice of the black
walnut bark applied to the head for madness and an infusion
of the bark was used ceremonially somehow to bring rain.
Many tribes used the bark for a strong purgative, with the
knowledge that too much was poisonous. The Meskwaki
tribe used the charred and coiled bark, along with old bark
in water as a treatment for snakebite.

walnut tree could damage the mind or even result in death.
Some lore tells that by sleeping under the walnut tree,
prophetic dreams could be received about one’s future lover,
but that the risk was never awaking from the deep slumber.
It was unlucky to have black walnut wood or nuts at sea,
risking the attraction of storms. It was believed that planting
a black walnut in an orchard would kill all of the apple trees
around, bringing them blight.
From East Anglia, there was reputed to be a gold coin
in the roots of the walnut trees that were professionally
felled. Walnut did have some protective properties ascribed
to it. On Easter Sunday in Bavaria, fires were made in the
churchyard with flint and steel and families would bring
walnut branches. After being partially burned, the families
would return the branch to their hearths to protect the home
from lighting during the following year. Another lightning
association from France, walnut leaves could be gathered
on the morning of St. Johns day, June 24, before sunrise and
used as an amulet for lightning protection. Jumping thrice
around the Midsummer fire with a walnut branch and then
hanging the charmed branch over the cowshed would act to
protect it, also from France. From a 15th century leechdom
comes this cure to protect one from evil spirits and madness:
Upon midsummer night betwixt midnight and the rising of
the sun, gather the fairest green leaves of the walnut tree,
and upon the same day between sunrise and its going down,
distill thereof a water in a still between two basins. And
this water is good if drunken for the same malady’. Carrying
a walnut with three segments was a preventative in Italy
against the Evil Eye, witchcraft, lightning and fever. It was
believed in some places that if someone gave one a bag of
walnuts, all of their wishes would come true throughout
their lifetime. Astrologically, walnut is believed to be ruled
by the sun.

Personal Practices:
Fragrant English walnut leaves dried and stuffed into dream
pillows can be used to help enhance sleep and dreams.
The intoxicating sleep that this tree is known for makes
it a prime dreaming tree. The leaves can also be used
in fumigations and incense mixtures, in particular when
working on the spirit nights of the year. Try taking the
elixir or wine suggested below before retiring at night to
induce prophetic or clear seeing dreams. As walnut was also
a funerary tree in some traditions, it is appropriate when
working with the dead, either in a ritual representing the
World Tree or as an ingredient in libations, fumigations or
offerings. The walnut tree can be used for any solo endeavor
of initiation. Sleeping under a large walnut tree for the
night, especially if located on an abandoned homestead, is
one challenge to see what dreams and fears it might inspire
while seeking to open consciousness to the old ways. The
wood of the walnut can be used as an amulet to protect one
during the twelve days of Christmas, with the solar energy
that it carries. A wand made from walnut can also be used
for ancestor work and to call spirits home during the dark
quarter of the year. The English walnut has incredible purple
tinged leaflets that sprout during the springtime, and if
brushed give off the most intoxicating fragrance, it is distinct
and very pleasant. The leaves do lessen in their fragrance
as the summer moves on and by late in the season, there is
not much to notice. The American black walnut interestingly
does not have fragrant leaves and also is not purple or
brown tinged upon leafing out. The husks of both trees are
very aromatic, though different from each other in their
perfume. Both nuts are delicious though the black walnut is
so fragrant that very little is needed to flavor a dish. They are
extremely hard to crack open but well worth the effort to
flavor autumnal desserts.

Folk MedicineIn folk medicine, in a charm for ague from Flanders
(Northern Belgium) a large black spider was caught alive
between two walnut halves and imprisoned, and then worn
around the neck. Wearing a walnut in a bag around the neck
was also a charm for the pain of toothache. Poison herbs
were thought in some places to be ineffective with the
antidote of the walnut. From a twelfth century manuscript
walnuts could merely be placed among baneful herbs in
order for the poison to be destroyed. As the walnut is
likened to the brain, the Doctrine of Signatures suggests its
use for brain disorders, including madness. Using the ashes
of the nuts mixed into red wine was a cure for baldness and
was thought to turn the hair fair. Mad dog and venomous
bites were treated with the unripened juice of walnut,
mixed with honey, onion and salt, from an old recipe. The
astringent leaves were used somehow for earache. As the
shade of the walnut tree was believed harmful because of
the leaves, insects were thought to dislike walnut. Leaves
were scattered around the home and stable to keep away
mites and fleas. Coachmen would use a solution made from
the leaves to sponge on their horses to discourage insect
problems. In North America, skin diseases were treated with
walnut- for ringworm, rubbing the part effected with a green

Many thanks to these fragrant trees of both ill-omen and
protection. For the brave, they provide nourishment and the
power to dream true, their shadow not a curse but a blessing
of secret gatherings- witches bound to the tree’s spirit in
memory and in flesh.
Walnut Leaf Wine
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To make an incredible wine with the fragrant English walnut
leaves, gather them when they are fully opened and unfurled
in May or mid-June. This recipe makes 1 gallon. Take about
40 walnut leaflets and place in a 2 or 3 gallon crock along
with one lemon sliced, and one vanilla bean cut up. On the
stove top bring to boil one gallon of water, 1 ½ pints

jar lids will corrode overtime. Shake or stir every day for
6 weeks and then strain and bottle. Age at least 6 months
before drinking, the longer it ages the more amazing it
becomes. Wonderful taken before retiring to promote
potent dreams, it will be a dark brown greenish color, much
like the leaves themselves.

of honey and 4 cups of organic cane sugar, boil for about
10 minutes to fully incorporate. Pour the hot mixture over
leaves and whatnot in the crock and let sit 24 hours. Fish out
the walnut leaves and sprinkle on a champagne yeast. Let sit
15 minutes to ‘proof’ and then stir in. Cover and stir twice
per day for 10 days. It will not froth and bubble like normal
wine, but trust it will ferment nonetheless. Then after the 10
days, strain the wine into a gallon glass jug and fix with an
airlock. Let sit in darkness for 6 months at a temperature not
too cool or too warm. Then bottle in heavy glass bottles or
just rack and siphon into another glass jug. It will be ready at
about 1 year. This honey wine (not a full mead) is incredible
and often a favorite of my guests. Use it for Midsummer’s
Eve or All Hallows Eve meetings and certainly as offerings to
familiar spirits and ancestors.
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Midsummers Eve Walnut Liquor
In Italy this is called Nicino and is taken as a bitter aperitif
before meals. On Midsummer’s Eve, make appropriate
offerings and gather 7 green walnuts from an English walnut
tree. Cut them in half and place them, along with any clear
liquid that comes from them, into a quart jar. Slice and add
one lemon, grate a bit of nutmeg and add some bruised
cinnamon, if desired. A little saffron also imparts solar
energy, just a pinch is needed. Add one cup of organic cane
sugar and cover the whole with vodka or white brandy. If
possible use a French canning jar with a seal, as the mason

Autumn Crocus - Meadow Saffron
Colchicum autumnnale, Lilly family Lilliaceae

This is quite a spooky plant to behold… its ghoulishly pale
pink flowers arise from bare earth in mid-September, and
they seem to glow with an otherworldly light. The first time
I ever came across a patch of these strange
flowers, I did a double take. Crocuses in the fall?
With no leaves? Why do they glow so? Come to
find out many years later that this entire plant
is extremely poisonous, is not related to true
crocuses, and does indeed have leaves that arise
in the early spring to gather sunlight and store
it in the bulb. Around May Eve, the leaves wither
and then die back in the early summer. Folks in
times past believed that witches ate the buds
and flowers on May Eve, their favorite night for
gathering and rendezvous with the Devil. The
flower makes her creepy appearance near Michaelmas Day, most years. There is some beautiful
lore associated with this plant, much of it comes
from German sources. Other common names
included: Naked Ladies, Naked Nannies, Naked
Maids, Naked Whores, Devils Spice, Suicide Root, Michaels
Flower, Winter Flower, Spin Flower, Corpse Flower, Poison
Onion, Goats Death, Hen Destroyer, to name a few!

rheumatic pains, and currently provides a drug for the
same, in modern medicine. In the Balkans, it is believed
that Fairies are born from this plant. In classical lore,
autumn crocus was said to have grown up from
where Medea’s potion to revive Jason had split
on the earth. The first flower of the season
was rubbed on the body to prevent frostbite,
in parts of Germany. Women would also rub a
flower between their hands to prevent soreness and stiffness, before the upcoming fiber
spinning season, wintertime. In the upper
region of Zurich, it was called the ‘Flower of
Light’ and was rubbed on the eyelids as a magical remedy for preventing fatigue for upcoming
and laborious winter work. This plant is naturally ruled by Saturn, according to astrologers
of the past.
References: Addison, Josephine. The Illustrated Plant Lore, Sidgwick and Jackson, 1985;
Muller-Ebeling, Ratsch, Dieter Strol, Witchcraft
Medicine, Inner Traditions, 1998; Ristic, Radomir. Balkan
Traditional Witchcraft, Pendraig Publishing, 2009; Watts,
D.C. Elsevier’s Dictionary of Plant Lore, Academic Press,
2007; Bevan-Jones, Robert. Poisonous Plants- A Cultural
and Social History, Windgather Press, 2009

If it grew on a grave, it was a sign that the deceased was
happy in the afterlife. It was used topically for gout and
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Funerary Plants and Trees

With the autumn months, comes the fall and decay of the
forest and field, comes the descent into black cold night.
As the dark quarter is the time where the veil between the
living and the dead is most permeable, I thought to present
a sampler of plants and some of their associations with
funerary lore here. Many of these can be used to decorate
the ancestor altar, given as grave offerings to spirits of the
deceased, or simply meditated on in order to commune with
the dead in a more effective manner. They can also be used
materially in divination work having to do with matters of
health and death.

spirits, according to one old poetic musing. This is because
it was widely planted in graveyards and near churches,
themselves also near ancient tombs. Many ancient yew trees
are located on the supposed sites of heathen burials, with
the churchyards that exist there today being a relatively
newer feature of the landscape in comparison. The yew
trees continued to be planted near churches and cemeteries,
often on the southwest corner of a churchyard, to protect it
from evil spirits as well, therefore acting as a guardian of the
dead.

English Ivy Hedera helix has some interesting history as a
funerary plant, as well as for possessing oracular powers.
Ivy was a burial plant, due to her evergreen nature, and was
associated with immortality. There is a certain darkness
associated with her, quite
possibly because of her
connections with death,
graveyards and ruins. It
was believed that if ivy
grew profusely from a
grave, that the one who
died had suffered from
secret lovesickness, in
particular for a woman. If
the ivy withered and died
from a gravesite however,
it was a sign that the
soul of the deceased was
uneasy in the Otherworld, according to an early American
belief. In early American folklore, ivy was unlucky to give as a
gift in Maine and Massachusetts because it could bring death
to a family. A Somerset belief was that to pick an ivy leaf off
of a church wall, one would develop sickness. To fall asleep
under a large ivy vine climbing a tree was told to bring death
to the one in slumber.

Many people know of roses Rosa spp. connection to matters
of love, but she also has a strong history as a funerary
flower. Roses have a connection with death and have been
used in funeral customs
throughout olden times,
throughout all cultures
that had roses available.
The dead was thought
to be protected by
the power of the rose.
People of ancient Greece
decorated tombs and
graves with them for this
reason. White roses were
often used to decorate
the grave of a virgin,
from England, and it was
a Welsh custom to plant a white rose on the grave of an
unmarried woman. They were very unlucky in England and
Colonial America, even smelling them could invite evil or
illness.
Planting roses by the graves of the dead led to some
cemeteries turning into rose gardens. One example of this
is in German parts of Switzerland. Rose could bring death
omens as well. If a rose bloomed out of season, it was a sign
that there would be a death in the family. If a white rose
bloomed in Autumn in Scotland, it was a symbol of an early
death of a loved one. A red rose that had petals falling as
it is carried was a death omen. If one found red rose petals
scattered on the ground, it was considered an evil omenItaly and England. To pluck a rose (or any flower) from a
grave was to bring death to the one whom picked it. There
was a Romany song that tells of a bereaved lover plucking a
rose from the grave of his beloved in order to bring death to
himself.
The yew tree Taxus bacatta has more associations with
death than any other tree. From ancient times, it has been
connected to the afterlife, to the world of the dead and to
the mysterious dark forces of nature. Pliny referred to it
as a cursed tree. It was known to dwell in the company of
skulls, corpses, coffins and epitaphs, along with ghosts and
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Many plants were used by practitioners and common folk
alike for divinations, not only for matters of love, but also
matters of health and death. A bunch of ivy kept inside the
home could tell the future for the person whom picked it;
if it flourished, long life and happiness were expected, if
it withered however, it was an omen of early death. If Ivy
that grew on a house withered, it was an omen of death
in the family of the home. A British yuletide divination
was to put an ivy leaf in a bowl full of water, cover it, and
leave it for 12 nights, the twelve days of Christmas being
an auspicious time for foretelling and contacting spirits.
This was done on New Year’s Eve, during later times. It
could foretell the health of the person it was named after,
depending on where or if black spots developed on the
leaf. If no spots developed, it was a sign of perfect health
for the year to come. If spots did show up on the leaf, they
would correspond to a certain part of the body, to tell where
disease would develop. If the developed spot was shaped

like a coffin, it indicated death. Sometimes each of the family
members would name a leaf after themselves and watch to
see their fate for the coming year in this manner.

a particular hawthorn located at a crossroads, during the
funeral processions. Also, certain thorns were dedicated to
Irish Saints, and these Saints were called upon during burial
rites. The smell of the flowers has been compared to the
great plague in London, or the smell of death. They certainly
can verge on intense when wilting, however, they remind
one of sexual aromas rather than the smell of a corpse. They
were also used historically as an aphrodisiac because of their
‘carnal’ fragrance.

Pine Pinus spp. was also a funerary tree, being as it is
evergreen and symbolic of everlasting life and immortality.
A Russian custom was to cover the coffin being carried to the
cemetery with branches of both pine and fir. Interestingly,
the Chinese planted pine and cypress trees over graves, to
help strengthen the souls of the deceased and help preserve
bodies. These trees were thought to have a special vitality
and were associated with the spirit world because of this.
The Iroquois tribe burned the white pine Pinus strobus
branches to drive away ghosts from the houses of returning
people. They burned the branches and threw the ashes in a
hearth fire when someone died in the home. Also, the smoke
and a wash made from the pine was used for protection for
someone who had seen a dead person. They burned the
pitch as a disinfectant for a family of one who had died and
they made a decoction from the tree to use as an emetic for
someone who was haunted by grief. The pine tree has long
been held to have protective properties, as we can see from
the lore.

Essentially funeral in character, rosemary Rosemarinus
officinalis is evergreen, and its aroma served to preserve
the corpse. It is symbolic of remembrance. It was frequently
planted near tombs. Sprigs were placed on the breast of the
corpse to be buried with, a Lincolnshire custom. In France,
a branch of rosemary was placed in the hands of the dead.
Mourners at funerals in northern countries would often carry
a branch of rosemary to a funeral, and in some rural districts,
rosemary sprigs were handed out to be cast by mourners
into the grave. To use rosemary plucked from a grave would
invite every evil to the person. A charm to prevent a person
from being buried alive was to fill a small bag filled with
rosemary, marjoram and thyme, as a guard against evil
spirits. In England, to smell rosemary at a funeral would
defend against the morbid odor of the corpse and slips of
rosemary were planted over their dead. If a sick person could
not smell the rosemary plant, it was a sign of their death was
near. Garlands of yew, rosemary and willow were placed on
the coffins of unhappy lovers, as some customs tell.

An early Colonial American belief was that a person who
transplanted a cedar tree would die when the lower branches
grew to the specific length that their coffin would be.
Western red cedar Thuja plicata had a connection with the
dead among the Native Americans of the Pacific Northwest
Coast. The house or area of a person just deceased was
swept with a singed cedar broom to cleanse the space. Fresh
buds were chewed to help avoid nausea while burying the
dead by the Lummi tribe. The Skagit tribe would burn the
boughs and fronds of Western red cedar at night and bring
them through the house where one had died, to scare away
the ghost of the deceased.
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The Hawthorn tree Cratagus spp. has long been known to
have Otherworldly spirit powers, from European cultures.
An Irish belief was that hawthorn grew over graves or
buried treasure. Solitary thorns were not only associated
with Faerie spirits and ingress, but also with the land of the
deceased, the connection
with these two worlds
being one in the same in
many cases. Sometimes a
hawthorn was planted in
the ground where a death
had occurred. Hawthorns
were said to have sprung
up from the scattering
of the dead’s ashes or to
grow from a spot where
a coffin had been rested.
In some places in the
UK, stones were laid at
Faerie trees on the way
to funerals and eventually
became cairns. From the county Wexford in Ireland, it
was a custom to hang crosses made from coffin wood on
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-Up Coming Classes & Offeringsinduce calm in more subtle, but nonetheless effective ways.
A selection of plants will be presented for use in promoting
calm, bringing dreams, and assisting in deep sleep. Practical
applications will be covered, from the harvest details of the
plants presented, possible physical medicine preparations,
and the ways of amuletic magic. It is the hope that folks will
leave with a wider spectrum of plant possibilities, for use in
promoting night dreams, protecting from nightmares, and
bringing a sense of grounded calm in preparation for sleep.
Practices of dream recall and interpretation from years of
personal experience will also be touched upon. Handouts
included.

Volume One: Under the Witching Tree
To purchase Corinne’s first book on the folklore, medicine
and magic of trees called Under the Witching Tree, go to
the Troy Books website, to order the title directly. www.
troybooks.co.uk/ The pre-order begins in mid-September,
and the books should be available from the website by early
November. This is the first book in a trilogy about plant
folk magic and medicine, the other two forthcoming titles
covering wayside plants and the magicians garden.

Honoring the Feminine Wheel-Women’s Cycles of Fertility

This talk will be given by Corinne Boyer on Sunday October
9, at the Dandelion Seed Conference, in Olympia WA. The
conference will be held October 7th-9th at the Evergreen State
College. To register and find out more details, please visit
dandelionseedconference@weebly.com

Join a group of women to explore and learn about our cycles
of fertility. What signs do our bodies give us that indicate
that we are fertile? How does the menstrual cycle work?
How can we work with these cycles for maximum creativity
and understanding? How can we get to know these cycles
and interpret them for ourselves? We will address these
important questions and more in this three hour class,
and come to an understanding about this essential and
basic cycle- one that effects our lives for decades. Detailed
handout included.

The Herbal Apprenticeship:
Join a small group of people for weekly classes that focus
on wild-crafting and medicine making. Held at a beautiful
small farm in Shelton, we meet for an entire year, focusing
on the seasonal availability of wild plants. We hand-craft
small batches of plant medicine and learn how to use plants
for common ailments. You will learn the folklore and the
traditions of the plants that have been handed down to
us throughout history. You will begin by creating a home
apothecary and as the season progresses you will fill your
shelves and bottles with beautiful high quality medicines
for yourself, family and friends. We spend time in the field,
forest and in the kitchen. There are weekly homework
assignments, and each student develops a plant journal full
of details and recipes about the plants. This is a hands-onseries with the goal that each student finishes with an in
depth understanding of many medicinal plants in the local
area.

Taught by Corinne Boyer, Date and Time: Sunday, November
6, 10-1 PM, Cost- $50, Held at Maple Mist Wood, 30 minutes
north of Olympia
To register, a $25 deposit is required. This will
go towards your class, and the remainder is due on the
day of class. Should you decide to cancel, this is a nonrefundable deposit. To register, please email me at
maplemistwood@gmail.com

Through the Mugwort Mirror- Plants for Sleep, Dreaming,
and Calm
The ways in which plants can assist not only the mind and
body, but also the soul, into a state of openness and calm,
are varied. The physical and chemical interaction of plant
and body, represents only the tip of the iceburg, so to speak.
Certain plants have been historically used to bring forth
prophetic dreams, and these will serve as examples of ways
in which Northern Europeans worked with plants, beyond
merely the physical realms of use. Traditional lore will be
covered, in addition to modern adaptations. Besides typical
sedative plants widely used in modern herbalism, others

Held on a small homestead in Shelton. 30 minutes north of
Olympia. Classes are from 10-2, Thursday OR Friday. Cost is
$50 per class, about $200 per month. Three month minimum
commitment is required. Go to www.maplemistwood.com
and click on ‘Herbal Apprenticeship’ for more information.
You can see the entire month to month curriculum online.
To Register: Contact Corinne @ maplemistwood@gmail.com
Please email me with any questions
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Conscious Caregiving
Plant Medicine, Nutrition,
Mindful Practices to Give Ease

A book by herbalist Carol Trasatto
Supporting yourself, supporting a loved one
through illness, medical treatments, or dying
Info/purchase book at www.caroltrasatto.com

Incense

Herbs

Candles

Perfume

Organic Tea

Bath Oils

Facebook.com/MoonGoddessMagickApothecary.Love
Etsy.com/Shop/MoonGoddessMagick

VERDANT GNOSIS

C U LT I VAT I N G T H E G R E E N PAT H
E dited by Catamara R osarium , Marcus McC oy &
Je nn Z ahr t, PhD

E x pl o re t h e my ster i o u s i ntel l igen ce o f t h e g reen k ingdom
i n t wo vol u m e s, f eat u r i ng wo rk by:
Cor i nne B oyer, Dan R i e g l er, R ob er t A l l en Bar t lett ,
Catamara R o sar i um, Dan i el A . S chu l ke
& many more

ETSY.com/shop/
RoughAndTumbledArts

RU B E D O P R E S S
W W W. R U B E D O . P R E S S

Bulk Teas - Bodycare - Aromatherapy

www.gratefulherbs.net
facebook.com/gratefulherbs
instagram.com/gratefulherbs

Open Fri & Sat 10-6 | 3664 Mud Bay Rd

This newsletter is offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket during the Winter Solstice.
Thank you sponsors for your support Your contributions pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
Readers please support our sponsors and let them know you saw their add here.
All illustrations are copyright free.
Computer and Graphic layout by Greenman’s Graphics - Printed by Minuteman Press
All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email maplemistwood@gmail.com.
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